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H. G. Wells.,,isited the Sooiet Union in 1934 and on July 2j
he interaiewed J oselh Stalin. The conversation, lasting lrom
4 P.M. to 6:50 P.M., was record.ed. by Constantine Ou.mansky,
then head of the Press Bureau ol the Commissariat ol Foreign
Afairs. The text, as frinted. in this pamphlet, has becn aplroaed.
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[N. G. Welfs

- Wrrrs: I am very mu
for agreeing to see me. I w
I had a long conversation
tried to ascertain what his Ie
urn you what you are ctoing to
change
,ffi,IX"{".u.,:
Srarrrv: Not so very much.

Wnrrs: I wander around the world
as a common rnan
and, as a common man, obser-r.
*t rtl. going on around

me.

men like yourself are not
history alone can show how
man has been; at all events
as a ,(common man.r,

. Wrrrs: I am not pre
I try to see the

is that
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reorganized on new lines.
do businessr,, learn this
capitalists huve to lea.n
socialism. It seems to me

Broadrvay,

Printcl in (I .5.A.
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they are preserving the present basis of society;.That is
why, objectively, there will be no reorganization of

soClety.

Nor will.there be planned economy. What is planned
what are some of its attributesl plann"d ..o.r-

economy?

+

railroads, the mercantile fleet, all these belong to private
owners. And finally, the army of skilled workeis, the
engineers, the technicians, these too are not at Rooseveltrs

word; the latter is not in the hands of the State. On the

generations

'what; but
probable.

it will

I

be possible to approach this goal some_
personally think that even this is not very

I believe more strongly in the ecoqomjc interpretation of politics than you do. Huge forces
driving towards better organization, for the better func_
tioning of the community, that is, for socialism, have been
brought into action by invention and modern science. Or_
ganization, and the regulation of individual action, have
become mechanical necessities, irrespective of social theo_
ries. If we begin with the State control of the banks ancl
then follow with the control of transpor.t, of the heavy
industries, of industry in general, of commerce, etc., sucir
an all-embracing control will be equivalent to the State
ownership of all branches of national economy. This will
be the process of socialization. Socialism and individuarism
are not opposites like black and white. 'fhere are many
WBu.s: Perhaps,

intermediate stages between them. There is individualism
that borders on brigandage, and there is discipline and
organization that are the equivalent of socialism' The
introduction of planned economy depends, to a large degree, upon the organizers of economy, upon the skilled
technical intelligentsia, who, step by step, can be converted
to the socialist principles of. organization. And this is the
most important thing. Because organizatton comes before
socialism. It is the more important fact. Without organization the socialist idea is a mere idea.
Srer,rN: There is no, nor should there be, irreconcilable
contrast between the individual and the collective, between
the interests of the individual person and the interests of
the collective. There should be no such contrast, because
collectivism, socialism, does not deny, but combines individual interests with the interests of the collective. Socialism cannot abstract itself from individual interests. Socialist society alone can most fully satisfy these personal interests. More than that; socialist society alone can firmly
safeguard the interests of the individual. In this sense
there is no irreconcilable contrast between ttindividulism"
and socialism. But can we deny the contrast between
classes, between the propertied class, the capitalist class,
and the toiling class, the proletarian classl On the one
hand we have the propertied class which owns the banks,
the factories, the mines, transport, the plantations in colonies. These people see nothing but their own interests,
their striving after profits. They do not submit to the will
of the collective; they strive to subordinate every collective to their will. On the other hand we have the class
of the poor, the exploited class, which owns neither factr-rries nor works, nor banks, which is compelled to live

by selling its labor power to the capitalists and which
lacks the opportunity to satisfy its most elementary requirements. FIow can such opposite interests and strivings
be reconciled? As far as I know, Roosevelt has not succeeded in finding the path of conciliation between.these
interests. And it is impossible, as experience has shown.
Incidentallyr you know the situation in the United States
better than I do as I have never been there and I watch
American affairs mainly from literature. But I have some
experience in fighting for socialism, and this experience
tells me that if Roosevelt makes a real attempt to satisfy
thq interests of the proletarian class at the expense of the
capitalist class, the latter will put another president in
his place. 'Ihe capitalists will say: Prbsidents come andpresidents go, but we go on foreverl if this or that presi-'
dent does not protect our interests, we shall find another.
What can the president oppose to the will of the capitalist
class I

Wrrrs: I object to this simplified classification of mankind into poor and rich. Of course there is a category of
people which strives only for profit. But are not these
people regarded as nuisances in the West just as much as
herel Are there not plenty of people in the West for
whom profit is not an end, who own a certain amouht of
wealth, who want to invest and obtain a profit from this
investment, but who do not regard this as the main objectl
They regard investment as an inconvenient necessity. Are
there not plenty of capable and devoted engineers, organizers of economy, whose activities are stimulated by something other than profitl In my opinion there is a numerous
class of capable people who admit that the present system
is unsatisfactory and who are destined to play a great role

in future

socialist society. During the past few years

I

have been much engaged in and have thought of the need
for conducting propaganda in favor of socialism and cos-

mopolitanism among wide circles of engineers, airmen,
military-technical people, etc. It is useless approaching
these circles with two-track class war propaganda. These
people understand the condition of the world. They understand that it id a bloody muddle, but they regard your
simple class-war antagonism as nonsense.
Srer-IN: You object to the simplified classification of
mankind into rich and poor. Of course there is a middle
stratum, there is the technical intelligentsia that you
have mentioned and among which there are verv
good and very honest people. Among them there are
also dishonest and wicked people, there are all sorts
of people among them. But first of all mankind is
divided into rich and poor, into property owners and exploited; and to abstract oneself from this fundamental
division and from the antagonism between poor and rich
means abstracting oneself from the fundamental fact. I
do not deny the existence of intermediate, middle strata,
which either take the side of ore or other of these two
conflicting classes, or else take up a neutral or semi-neutral
position in this struggJe. But, I repeat, to abstract oneself
from this fundamental division in society and from the
fundamental struggle between the two main classes means
ignoring facts. This struggle is going on and will continue.
The outcome of the struggle will be determined by the
proletarian class, the working class.

Wrr,r.s: But are there not many people who are not
poor, but who work and work productively?
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more to the Left than you,

Mr: Stalin; I think the old

system is nearer to its end than you think.

SrarrN: In speaking. gf
!h9 capitalists who strive only
^ profit, only to get rich,
for
I do ntt want to say that these
are the most worthless people, capable of ,rottrirrg

ll

"lrt.

Many of thern undoubtedly possess great organizhg talent, which I do not dream of denying. We Soviet people
learn a great deal from the capitalists. And Morgan,
whom you characterize so unfavorably, was undoubtedly
a good, capable organizer. But if you mean people who
are prepared to reconstruct the world, of course, you wiJl
not be able to find them in the ranks of those who faithfully serve the cause of profit. We and they stand at
opposite poles. You mentioned Ford. Of course, he is a
capable organizer of production. But don't you know his
attitude towards the working classl Don't you know how
many workers he throws on the street? The capitalist is
riveted to profit; and no power on earth cal tear him away
from it. Capitalism will be abolished, not by '(organizers,,
of production, not by the technical intelligentsia, but by
the working class, because the aforementioned strata do
not play an independent ro1e. The engineer, the organizer
of production does not work as he would like to, but as he
is ordered, in such a way as to serve the interests of his
employers. There are exceptions of course; there are people in this stratum who have awakened from the intoxication of capitalism. The technical intelligentsia can, under
certain conditions, perform miracles and greatly benefit
mankind. But it can also cause great harm. We Soviet
people have not a little experience of the technical intelligentsia. After the October Revolution, a certain section of
the technical intelligentsia refused to take part in the work
of constructing the new society; they opposed this work
of construction and sabotaged it. We did alt we possibly
could to bring the technical intelligentsia into this work
of construction; we tried this way and that. Not a little
time passed before our technical intelligentsia agreed ac-

perform '(miracles." Of course, things would be different
were possible, at one stroke, spiritually to tear the
technical intelligentsia away from the capitalist world.
But that is utopia. Are there many of the technical intelli
gentsia who would dare break away from the bourgeois
world and set to work to reconstruct societyl Do you think
there are many people of this kind, say, in England or
in F'rancel No, there are few who would be willing to
break away from their employers and begin reconstructing
the world.
Besides, carl we lose sight of the fact that in order to
transform the world it is necessary to have political power?
It seems to me, Mr. Wells, that you greatly underestimate
the question of political power, that it entirely drops out
of your conception. What can those, even with the best
intentions in the world, do if they are unable to ri,ise the
question of seizing power) and do not possess powerl At
best they can help the class which takes power, but they
cannot change the world themselves. This can only be
done by a great class which will take the place of the
capitalist class and become the sovereign master as the
latter was before. This ilass is the working class. Of
course, the assistance of the technical intelligentsia must
be accepted; and the latter, in turn, must be assisted. But
it must not be thought that the technical intelligentsia can
play an independent historical role. The transformation
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tively to assist the new system. T'oday the best section of
this technical intelligentsia are in the front rank of the
builders of socialist society. Having this experience, we
are far from underestimating the good and the bad sides
of the technical intelligentsia and we know that on the
one hand it can do harm, and on the other hand, it can

if it

of the world is a great, complicated and painful
F

process.

or this great task a great class is required. Blg ships

go

on long voyages.

Wrr.rs: Yes, but for long voyages a captain and a navigator are required.

Srerrri: I'hat is true; but what is first required for

a

long voyage is a big ship. What is a navigator without a
ship? An idle man.
Wrrr,s: The big ship is humanity, not a class.
Srarru: You, Mr. Wells, evidently start out with the
assumption that all men are good. I, however, do not forget that there are many wicked men. I do not believe in
the goodnes! of the bourgeoisie.
WBrrs: I remember the situation with regard to the
technical intelligentsia several decades ago. At that time
the technical intelligentsia rvas numerically small, but
there was much to do and every engineer, technician and
intellectual found his opportunity. That is why the technical intelligentsia was the least revolutionary class. Now,
however, there is a superabundance of technical intellectuals, and their mentality has changed very sharply. The
skilled man, who would formerly never listen to revolutionary talk, is now greatly interested in it. Recently I
was dining with the Royal Society, our great English
scientific society. The President's speech was a speech for
social planning and scientific control. Thirty years ago,
they would not have listened to what I say to them now.
Today, the man at the head of the Royal Society holds
revolutionary views and insists on the scientific reorganization of human society. Mentality changes. Your class-war
propaganda has not kept pace with these facts.

t+

SlarrN: Yes, I know this, and this is to be explained by
the fact that capitalist society is now in a cul di sac. The
capitalists are seeking, but cannot find, a way out of this
cul cle sac that would be compatible with the dignity of
this class, compatible with the interests of this class. They
could, to some exterlt) crawl out of the crisis on their hands
and knees, but they cannot find an exit that would enable
them to walk out of it with head raised high, a way out
that would not fundamentally disturb the interests of
capitalism. This, of course, is realized by wide circles of
the technical intelligentsia. r! lar:ge section of it is beginrring to realtze the community of its interests with those
of the class which is capable of pointing the way out of
the cul de sac.

Wrrrs: You of aJI people know something about revolutions, Mr. Stalin, frorn the practical side. Do the masses
it not an established truth that all revolutions
are made by a minorityl
ever risei Is

SrarrN: To bring about a revolution a leading revolutionary minority is required; but the most talented, devoted and energetic minority would be helpless if it did
not rely upon the at least passive support of millions.

WBlrs: At least passivel Perhaps sub-conscious?
SreuN: Partly also the semi-instinctive and semiconscious, but without the support of millions, the best
minority is impotent.
Wnrr,s: I watch communist propaganda in the West
and it seems to me that in modern conditions this propaganda sounds very old-fashioned, because it is insurrectionary propaganda. Propaganda in favour of the violent
overthrow of the social system was all very Well when it
I5

was diregted agairrst tyran4y. But ttnder modern conditions, whEn the system is collapsing anyhow, stress should
be laid on efficiency, on competence, on productiveness,
and not on insurrection. It seems to me that the insurrectionary note is obsolete. The communist propaganda in
the West is a nuisance to constructive-minded people.

SreuN; Of course the old system is breaking
decaying.

down,

That is true. But it is also true that new efforts

are being made by other methods, by every means, to
protect, to save this dying system. You draw a wrong
conclusion from a correct postulate. You rightly state that
the old world is breaking down. But you are wrong in
thinking that it is breaking down of its own accord. No,
the substitution of one social system for another is a complicated and long revolutionary process. It is not simply
a spontaneous process, but a struggle, it is a process connected with the clash of classes. Capitalism is decaying, but
jt must not be compared simply with a tree which has decayed to such an extent that it must fall to the groundl of
its own accord. No, revolution, the substitution of one social system for another, has always been a struggle, a
painful and .a cruel struggle, a life and death struggle.
And every time the people of the new world carne into
power, they had to defend themselves against the attempts
of the old world to restore the old order by force; these
people of the new world always had to be on the alert,
always had to be ready to repel the attacks of the old
world upon the new system.
Yes, you are right when you say that the old social system is breaking down; but it is not breaking down of its
own accord. Take Fascism for example. Fascism is a reactionary force which is trying to preserve the old world

t6

talist world. The collapse is not a simple one; it is the
outbreak of reactionarlviolence which is degenerating to

socialism.

SrarIN: The Communists base themselves on rich his-

r7

Wrns: Cromwell operated on the basis of the consti_
tution and in the name of constitutional order.
of the constitution he resorted to
vi
Parliament, ar-

re

.ht:?.*irersed

Iution a lawyers' revolution and not a popular revolution,
which achieved victory by rousing vast rnasses of the people against feudalism and championed the interests of the
Third Estatel And did the lawyers amorlg the leaders
of the Great French Revolution act in accordance with the
laws of the old orderl Did they not introduce new, bourgeois-revolutionary laws?
The rich experience of history teaches that up to now
not a single class has voluntarily made way for another
class. There is no such precedent in world history. The
Communists have learned this lesson of history. Communists would welcome the voluntary departure of the
bourgeoisie. But such a turn of affairs is improbable; that
is what experience teaches. That is why the Communists
want to be prepared for the r,vorst aud call upon the working class to be vigilant, to be prepared for battle. Who
rvants a captain who lulls the vigilance of his army, a captain who does not understand that the enemy will not
surrender, that he must be crushedl To be such a captain
means deceiving, betraying the working class. That is why
I think that what seems to you to be old-fashioned is in
fact a measure of revolutionary expediency for the rvorking
class.

Wrr-rs: I do not deny that force has to be used, but I
think the forms of the struggle should fit as closely as
possible to the opportunities presented by the existing

of the Great French Revolution.
Srar thr; Do you denir the role of the intelligentsia in
revo]utio,.ry nrovementsl Was the Great F,r.r".h Revo_

laws, which must be defended against reactionary attacks.
There is no need to disorganize the old system because it
is disorganizing itself enough as it is. That is why it seems
to me insurrection against the old order, against the law,
is obsolete, old-fashioned. Incidentally, I deliberately
exaggerate in order to bring the truth out more clearl;r.

l8
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WBns: But there were not a few lawyers at the head

'

I can formulate my point of view in the following way;
first, I am for order; second, I attack the present
""yrt"in so far as it cannot assure order; third, I think thai
class
war propaganda may detach from socialism just those
educated people whom socialism needs.
Srer,lm: In order to achieve a-great object, an important
social object, there must be a" main foicer'a bulwark, a
revolutionary class. Next it is necessary to organize ihe
assistance of an auxiliary force for this main force; in this
case this auxiliary force is the party, to which ihe best
forces of the intelligentsia belong. Just now you spoke
about ((educated people.r, But what educated people did
you have in mindl Were there not plenty oi educated
peopJe on the side of the old order ln England in the
seventeenth century, in France at the end of the eigh_
teenth century, and in Russia in the epoch of the October
Revolutionl T1-re old order had in its iervice many highly
educated people who defended the old order, who oppised
the new order. Education is a weapon the effect of which
is determined by the hands which wield it, by who is to
be struck down. Of course, the proletariat, socialism, needs
highly
people. Clearlg simpletons cannot help
_educated
the- proletariat to fight for socialism, to build a new society.
I do not underestimate the role of the intelligentsial on
the contrary, I emphasize it. The question is, however,
which intelligentsia are we discussingl Because there are
different kinds of intelligentsia.
Wpns: There can be no revolution without a radical
change in the educational system. It is sufficient to quote
two examples: The example of the German Republic,
which did not touch the old educational system, urrdih"."fore never became a republic; and the example of the
20

British Labor Party, ',r'hich lacks the determination to
insist on a radical change in the educational system'
SrerIm: That is a correct observation.
Permit me now to reply to your three points'
First, the main thing for the revolution is the existence
of a social bulwark. This bulwark of the revolution is the

becomes a cipher.

Third, poiitical power is required as a lever for change'
The new political power creates the new laws, the new

that the present system should be attacked in so far as it
does not ln.t,r" the necessary order for the people'
And, fina1lYr You are wrong if you think that the Communists are enamored with violence' They would be very
pleased to drop violent methods if the ruling class agreed
io girr" way to the working class. Bt the experience of
history speaks against such an assumptton'
WBns: There was a case in the history of England,
however, of a class voluntarily handing over power -to
another class. It the period between 1830 and 1870, the
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aristocracy, whose influence was still -rery considerable
at the end of the eighteenth
a severe struggle, surrende
which serves as a sentimen
Subsequently, this transfere
jishment of the rule of the
financial oligarchy.
Srar-rp; But you have imperceptibly passed from ques_
.
tions of revolution to question. oi ,"for-. This is noi
the
same thing. Donrt you think that the Chartist rnovement
pJayed a great role in the Reforms in Englana i"
tfr. ni"._
teenth centuryl
Wnlrs: The Chartists did little and disappeared with_
out leaving a trace.

SrerrN: I do not agree with you. The Chartists, and the
strike movement which they organized, playea'u gr.ri
role; they compelled the ruling Ju..". to make a number
of concessions in regard to the franchise, ir, ,.grJ-io
abolishing the so-cal]ed-((rotten boroughsrri and in"regard
to some of the points of the ,,Charter.J, bhartism playecl
a not unimportant historical role and compelled o ...iio,
of the- ruling classes to make certain .orrcessiors, reforms,
in order_to avert great shocks. General speakini, it muri
be said that of all the ruling classes, the iuling"ciasses
of
England, both the aristocracy and the bourgeo[ie, proved
to be the cleverest, most flexible from the piint olview of
their class interests, from the point of view of maintain_
ing their power. Take as an example, say, from modern
history, the general strike in England in 1926. The firsr
thing any other bourgeoisie would have done in the face of
such an event, when the General council of Trade [Jnions
called for a strike, would have been to arrest the trade
union leaders. The British bourgeoisie did not do that,
22

it acted cleverly from the point of view of its own
interests. I cannot conceive of such a flexible strategy being
and

employed by the bourgeoisie in the United States, Germany or France. In order to maintain their rule, the ruling
classes of Great Britain have uever foresworn small concessions, reforms. But it would be a mistake to think that
these reforms rvere revolutionary.

WBr,ls: You have a higher opinion of the ruling classes
of my country than I have. But is there a great difference
between a small revolution and a great reforml Is not a
reform a small revolution?
Srer-Iu: Owing to pressure from below, the pressure of
the masses, the bourgeoisie may sometimes concede certain
partial reforms while remaining on the basis of the existing social-economic system. Acting in this way, it calculates that these concessions are necessary in order to preserve its class rule. This is the essence of refortn. Revolution, however, means the transference of power from one
class to another. That is why it is impossible to describe
any reform as revolution. That is why we cannot count
on the change of social systems taking place as an imperceptible transition from one system to another by means
of reforms, by the ruling class making concessions.

Wnns: I

am very grateful to you for this talk which
In explainirlg things to me
you had to explain the
mind
how
to
called
vou probably
fundamentals of socialism in the illegal circles before the
revolution. At the Present time there are in the world
only two persons to whose opinion, to whose every word,
millions are listening: you and Roosevelt. Others may
preach as much as they like; what they 52y r'vill never be

has meant a great deal to me.
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Srerrx: Much more could
sheviks been cleverer.

have been done had we Bol_

. Srar-rN: Don,t you intend to stay for the Congress of
the Soviet Writers, Union?
Wrrrs: IJnfortunately, I have various engagements to
fulfill and I can stay in the U.S.S.R. only for a week. I

came to see you and I am very satisfied by our talk. But I
intend to discuss with such Soviet writers as I can meet the
possibility of their affiliating to the p.E.N. club. This is

are widely reported in the press. It insists upon this free
expression of opinion-even of opposition opinion. I
hope to discuss this point with Gorky. I do not know if
you are prepared yet for that much freedom here.

SreuN: We Bolsheviks call

it

(.self-criticism.r,

widely used in the U.S.S.R. If there is anything
to help you I shall be glad to do so.
Wnrrs: (E xpresses tltanhs.)
S'rarrN: (Expres.res tlzanks for the vi.sit.)
2+
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